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1

Like many first-time parents, Katrina1 immersed 
herself in books, podcasts, and blogs in preparation 
for birth. Riveted by a documentary about home 
birth with midwives, she watched until the end, at 
which point, she burst into tears. 

As Katrina shared this story with me, I thought I 
understood her feelings. Many parents cry when they 
see images of birth; they are moved, touched, and 
inspired by the images that will one day, they hope, 
be the journey they will take. Listening, I nodded in 
understanding. Katrina stopped me. “No,” she said. 
“I burst into tears because that was the first time I 
learned there was a ‘right way’ to give birth.” Katrina 
felt the pressure of doing birth “right.” She thought 
to herself, “What if I can’t do that?”

Parents are told by friends and family members 
the “right way to birth.” These include opinions 
about the right hospital, doctor or midwife, type 
of pain management — be it medication or hypno-
sis — and so on. The “right way to birth” ranges from 
unassisted without any medically trained profes-
sionals in attendance to scheduled elective cesarean 
births. Opinions vary.

Many pregnant parents feel the same agonizing 
pressure that Katrina felt to do birth “right.” The 
intensity and competition in pregnancy and parent-
hood rivals that of Olympic events. Upon entering 

these realms, the focus on getting it right permeates 
the landscape. 

Birth is becoming increasingly polarized; there 
is more judgment than ever about “right” ways to 
birth. The polarization evident within our political 
system, and society as a whole, is strongly repre-
sented in the politics, policy, and culture of birth 
today. Long before the “mommy wars” make their 
way to playgrounds, they start on the battlefield of 
birth. 

One such polarization of rightness is between the 
natural and medical birth communities. The battle 
cries sound something like this: “Birth is natural, not 
a medical event! Hospitals are for sick people!” to 
“Birthing at home is irresponsible; what if something 
were to happen?” and, “We live in the twenty-first 
century; we don’t have to birth like animals!” These 
binary and polarized camps have done little to ease 
the mommy wars. Instead, the division is the perfect 
petri dish to breed judgment — judgment between 
parents, couples, birth professionals, and even 
against ourselves. 

What can we do instead?
Many people tell pregnant and new parents to 

“follow their intuition.” This can be helpful advice if 
you can easily access your inner wisdom through the 
fog of so many opinions! It can be difficult to even 
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know where to begin to look for the information 
you desire. 

In need of answers, parents head out in search 
of evidence that will prove the rightness of one 
approach or another. Here’s the problem: In this era 
of easily accessed information, we can find “proof ” 
to support whatever we’re looking for. Want proof 
that a hospital birth is the safest way to birth? You 
can find it. Want proof that home birth is the safest 
way to birth? Yep. You can find that too. So, what’s 
a thoughtful and engaged parent to do?

Transformed by Birth does something more than 
simply arming parents with more information 
in our already data-inundated culture. It shares 
wisdom and proven practices to support having a 
transformational experience of birth, rather than 
prescribing specific outcomes. In my experience 
as a birth doula, childbirth educator, and mother, 
I have seen firsthand and heard many personal 
stories of births that span the full gamut — from 
transformative and empowering cesarean births 
to traumatic unmedicated home births and nearly 
everything in-between. Outcome alone does 
not dictate the impact of any given birth. Lots 
of factors influence the experience of birth. And 
while outcome is important, a singular focus on 
outcome sidelines both the parents’ experience and 
the transformation that goes far beyond the time 
of labor and birth, no matter where or how birth 
happens.

A MEANING-MAKING SPECIES
Humans are a meaning-making species. We crave 
understanding and meaning, especially around 
events that defy classification. Those events that 
reside outside of easy definition, explanation, or 
clarity often find their home in the language of 
ritual and myth. Giving birth is one such existential 
experience. 

As animals, survival both as a species and as 
individuals is of monumental importance; it is the 
thing that matters most. Therefore, surviving birth is 
tantamount to evolutionary success. But it is not just 
birth’s importance on the evolutionary report card that 

keeps us engaged with childbirth even when survival is 
usual. I believe it is childbirth’s fundamental character 
as a rite of passage, as a moment of great transformation 
created by our biology — our nature — that catapults it 
into prominence. 

There are few moments in a person’s life that 
expose us to such radical change as does the act of 
giving birth for the first time. Weddings take place 
with a great deal of ceremony and celebration within 
our culture, some religions still ritualize coming of 
age, and death is honored with funerals, but birth, 
childbirth, makes us into something new whether we 
ritualize it or not. So even while Western culture cel-
ebrates birth with few meaningful ceremonies, birth 
has maintained its place in the overall importance 
of things because of its evolutionary value, but also 
because it utterly transforms us, and in the process, 
shakes the bedrock of our personal world.

When individuals feel vulnerable, what we 
believe in and what we value most rise to the sur-
face. Facing the act of giving birth, we are tuned in 
to our innate vulnerability. We strive for security. In 
contemporary culture, control is worshipped, and 
as a result, we lean on science, technology, reason, 
order, and predictability to help us feel safe. Birth 
practices all along the medical/natural spectrum 
rally these allies to provide a salve to the underlying 
anxiety birth produces. Childbirth and new parent-
hood cause us to question who we are and what we 
value. Existential anxiety is to be expected. 

It’s normal to crave understanding and control. 
Mystery and uncertainty are not comfortable sen-
sations for most of us, and modern advancements 
have reduced our familiarity with these feelings. 
In today’s society, few experiences reside outside of 
intellectual understanding and mechanistic control. 
Gone are the days where few things were understood 
scientifically, where explanation was handled almost 
exclusively by the myths and stories of a people, 
where healing was addressed ritualistically, and mys-
tery was a daily companion.

As a species, we’ve come a long way. We under-
stand so much more about how the world works. 
No longer is a story about a goddess mourning her 
daughter’s time in the Underworld relied upon to 
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explain changing seasons. (While this particular 
story is of Greek origin, each culture had, or still 
has, its own stories to explain elements of the world 
that were not understood.) Now we understand 
the tilting axis of the Earth in its orbit around the 
sun. In some ways, we have replaced one story with 
another. It could be said that science has become the 
most widespread human mythology. It has an expla-
nation for everything, or at least we like to believe it 
does. Science has soothed much of the anxiety that 
arises in the face of mystery. 

But mystery still exists. 
Childbirth and parenthood continue to chal-

lenge our efforts to control; science cannot remove 
all uncertainty. These areas continue to challenge us 
with their mysterious ways, their chaotic rhythms, 
and their constantly changing nature. Childbirth and 
parenthood defy mechanization. Few reliable scien-
tific formulas exist in these realms. A plus B does not 
always, or even often, equal C. 

Technology alone cannot remove us from the 
mysteries of birth, nor of parenthood. When par-
ents become aware of birth as an instrument of great 
transformation and power, reverence, humility, and 
respect are brought back to this ultimate human 
experience.

Simply put: birth matters. 

MY STORY
I’ve been working in the field of childbirth for over 
twenty years. For me, birth is a rite of passage — a 
threshold into vibrant awareness and existential 
crisis and a catalyst for profound change. Unlike 
most birth professionals, I do not consider birth 
itself to be my primary passion. The thread that 
weaves several seemingly unrelated fields to form 
the tapestry of my work is a passion for growth and 
transformation. 

When I was eight years old, my stepmom gave 
birth to my little brother. While in labor, as her con-
tractions came and went, she taught me gin rummy. 
When a contraction started, we would pause the 
game so she could focus until the contraction sub-
sided. I didn’t know then that this experience would 

be the first of many times I would sit with a parent 
during labor. 

In 1999, I was pregnant with my first child and 
teaching prenatal yoga classes at the now-famous 
YogaWorks in Santa Monica, California. Several 
times a week I led a group of pregnant women 
through ninety minutes of stretches, breathing exer-
cises, and visualizations, helping them to leave the 
class grounded and “in their bodies.” After birth, 
parents would often come back to the classes, and 
time after time these new moms would exclaim, “My 
birth was really intense!”

I began to understand that I was somehow com-
municating that to do birth “yogically,” parents 
should be able to simply breathe, relax, and medi-
tate through labor as we had done in class. I never 
mentioned pain, hard work, or effort. Without real-
izing it, I denied the very real possibility of facing 
hardships in labor or parenthood. I was unwittingly 
rendering these birthing parents underprepared for 
labor and birth. 

By that point, I had given birth to my first child, 
an experience that was intense, unexpected, and 
powerful. I knew personally that yogic breathing 
and relaxation were helpful for birth and parent-
hood, but also that these experiences required far 
more. 

I began hunting for a more complete way to support 
parents on the journey from pregnancy to parenthood. 
This quest led me to take a class early in 2002 with 
Pam England, author of the book Birthing from 
Within and director of the organization Birthing 
From Within. What she was doing with birth prep-
aration felt revolutionary, personal, and spiritually 
rich. I was hooked! 

Pam became my mentor, a colleague on my jour-
ney as a childbirth professional, for a time my business 
partner, and ultimately, a trusted friend. The Birthing 
From Within approach and my close relationship with 
Pam have highly influenced my work, my life, and 
with her blessing, this book. 

Late in the summer of 2009, in search of the 
next step along my career path, I saw mention of a 
graduate degree program in mythology. I was pulled 
deeper, salivating at the course titles and reading 
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every description. This program focused not just on 
the great stories themselves but also on the psycho-
logical impact they have on us as humans. That fall, 
I enrolled in graduate school in pursuit of a doctor-
ate in mythological studies. 

In grad school, I vowed to branch out beyond 
childbirth. But it didn’t matter which course 
I took, be it Hinduism, Fairy Tales, The God 
Complex, or Ritual, I couldn’t help but hear 
themes related to childbirth. As I explored topics 
for my dissertation, the loudest voice within me 
kept calling me to write about birth. For over two 
years, I researched, studied, and wrote my disser-
tation titled, Forceps and Candles: Cultural Myths 
in American Childbirth, which turned out to be 
the research phase of this book. 

Over the past twenty years, I also raised two kids: 
one has been successfully launched into college, and 
the other is not far behind. I have learned a huge 
amount in the process of parenthood. My children 
are profound teachers. I’ve made mistakes — learned 
from some and repeated others. Parenting is a prac-
tice that humbles me, exhausts me, and enlivens me. 
It continues to teach me the importance of open-
ness, resilience, and strength . . . daily! As does my 
relationship with my husband, Brent. Parenthood 
challenges our communication, our power dynamic, 
our sex life, our roles as co-parents, and our individ-
ual and professional identities as well as our identity 
as a couple. We have worked to make tending to our 
relationship a priority. We have learned and adopted 
several tools and practices that have profoundly sup-
ported our partnership throughout our more than 
twenty-five years as a couple and almost twenty 
years as co-parents. As couples began bringing their 
relationship struggles to me for help, I started shar-
ing these tools and practices with them. I include a 
few of the best of these in this book. 

The process of writing this book has been some-
what similar to the process of becoming a parent. 
As I write, I feel connected to you with all the fear, 
excitement, expectation, and attachment that come 
with a process of creation. Nearly every word I wrote 
here about birth, bravery, facing the unexpected, 
and continuing to move forward anyway, I had to 

take to heart myself in the writing process. Birthing 
comes in many forms, and openness, resilience, and 
strength are needed for all of them. 

AUTHOR’S NOTE
This book is for parents. Parents come in many forms 
and arrive at the point of parenthood down different 
paths. This book is for those sharing the journey with 
a partner and/or a co-parent as well as for those going 
solo by choice or by situation. It is for gay parents, 
heterosexual parents, transgender parents, gender 
fluid parents, pregnant parents, adoptive parents, sur-
rogate parents, parents who wanted to be parents, and 
those surprised by the prospect of becoming parents. 
It is my hope that if you are in a partnership, you’ll 
read this book together and if you are solo, you’ll share 
sections of this book with those you consider part of 
your support team on your journey into parenthood. 

As this book is intended for parents, not just 
mothers, I use the term parents throughout the 
book. Sometimes I need to differentiate between 
the parent birthing and the supporting parent. 
When that happens, I will most often refer to the 
one who will be giving birth as the birthing parent 
and the other parent as the partner. When I share 
stories about other parents, and I know their chosen 
parental name, I use it. Whichever way you choose 
to identify — whether it’s as mama, mom, mother, 
mommy, ima, mum, ama, father, papa, dad, daddy, 
dada, apu, pa, or one of a million other possibili-
ties — is wonderful! 

I am assuming that you are becoming a parent 
and that’s why you picked up this book about the 
transformative journey from pregnancy to parent-
hood. Join me as we explore and prepare for the wild 
ride that is the metamorphic transformation into 
parenthood.
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1

Birth as a  
Meaning-Making 

Experience 

I have already stated that I view birth as a rite of 
passage, but what exactly does that mean? What is a 
rite of passage?

Rites of passage are meaningful transformational 
experiences that alter a person’s knowing of who 
they are. They usually have an element of struggle or 
some level of discomfort or involve facing an ordeal. 
A rite of passage takes an initiate out of their familiar 
identity of daily life and thrusts them into some-
thing new, often stressful, and possibly threatening. 
Through these unfamiliar challenges, existential 
questions about the meaning of life, higher purpose, 
and the nature of God are made central. 

Rites of passage are sometimes divided into 
three phases. Arnold van Gennep, who coined the 
phrase rites of passage, identified these three parts as 
separation, transition, and reincorporation.1 Bruce 
Lincoln’s three-part structure involved enclosure, 
metamorphosis, and emergence. He developed this 
structure after observing rites of passage given to 
young women.2 Lincoln’s three phases mirror the 
journey of the caterpillar entering the cocoon and 
coming out a butterfly, a metaphor I use often for 
the process of the transformation into parenthood. 

Initiation rites given to young people coming 
into adulthood often test the individual in physi-
cal, emotional, and spiritual ways. These initiatory 

ordeals test courage, commitment, and endurance. 
Even though success is typical, these rites of pas-
sage contain risk and often great struggle. It is by 
coming through the fire of initiation that the child 
self dies and the adult self is born. Can you see the 
ways this mirrors the process of labor into birth for 
many parents? 

To face the unknown inherent in birthing, 
including your own animal nature, you must learn 
to embrace that which cannot be understood or 
processed rationally or learned through purely intel-
lectual means. For this, you must practice letting go. 
This is not to be understood as resigning yourself to 
victimization or innocently handing over power or 
control to another but rather being openly passion-
ate and dispassionate, engaged but not attached, at 
the same time. 

While not the only way, the process of birthing 
is the primary way that a person becomes a parent, 
particularly with a first birth. This passage takes an 
individual from one social and biological state into 
another. But for birth to be a rite of passage it requires 
more than the act of giving birth, it requires a dif-
ferent relationship to the meaning of the process. To 
view birth as an initiatory process is to understand and 
even value the unpredictability and uncontrollability 
of even the best-laid plans. Fear of this “not-knowing” 
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aspect of birthing is central to preparation for birth as 
a rite of passage rather than a shadow component to 
be avoided. Birth as an initiatory journey embraces 
the challenges and ordeals along the way, as part of 
the very path the new parents will travel. 

MYTH, RITUAL, AND CHILDBIRTH
Current birthing practices focus on the outcome 
and location of birth: surgical or vaginal, medicated 
or unmedicated, hospital or home. Little focus is 
placed on the body, mind, spirit, and relationships 
of the human beings involved. 

After an unwanted cesarean, well-meaning pro-
fessionals and friends often say, “Be happy! Your 
baby is healthy.” Comments of this sort place the 
emphasis on outcome, ignoring or sidelining the 
emotional confusion often present at the birth of 
a desired baby through the means of an unwanted 
surgery. Similarly, the more radical natural birth 
proponents often see the inability to birth at home 
or without drugs as failure, as if the only thing that 
matters is the fulfillment of the natural birth image. 
The loss of an ideal held so dearly can traumatize 
or victimize birthing parents. Focus on outcome 
ignores the importance of the transformations that 
go beyond the physical expulsion of a baby from its 
parent’s body.

When focused on the outcome of birth 
alone — vaginal or surgical, medicated or natural, 
home or hospital — it’s easy to lose sight of the exis-
tential experience of giving birth that does not fit 
neatly in any binary box. We have to expand beyond 
the black-and-white classifications and outcome-
focused myopia to a more colorful palette that 
includes the multiplicity of experiences inherent in 
giving birth. We must shift from focusing exclusively 
on a healthy baby/healthy mother as the only factors 
in determining a successful birth to a more pluralis-
tic focus that includes a healthy baby/healthy family 
and a meaningful transformative experience. 

Truly holistic preparation includes the mind, 
spirit, body, and intimate relationships, the com-
bination of which resists classification and might 
best be described as mythic. Holistic, mythic birth 

preparation includes physical, mental, emotional, 
and spiritual components that support the under-
standing that giving birth is a rite of passage.

This type of preparation defies dualistic cat-
egorization. It does not prescribe an approach that 
says, “your body knows how to birth,” nor does it 
see pain as a problem requiring remedy or some-
thing that must be suffered through. A mythic 
approach to birth prepares parents for that which 
lies beyond duality. Childbirth preparation of this 
type dances on the delicate ground of espousing no 
privileged experiences. The challenges birth brings 
are yours to face as part of your unique initiation 
into parenthood. 

Contrary to what some birth activists propose, 
birth cannot be fixed by simply returning to pre-
vious ways of thinking when birth was only wild 
and untamed, where the most dangerous thing in 
a woman’s life was the possibility of dying in child-
birth. This gamble is no longer required of most 
parents, at least not as often. While there is certainly 
still a gamble, the stakes fall more in our favor. In 
today’s culture there is a medical safety net that can 
often catch us when nature’s answer to birth is death. 

Following your nature now includes navigat-
ing situations when nature asks too high a price. 
Birthing as a rite of passage is surrendering to one-
ness with nature — your nature — and letting go 
when that nature includes the advancements offered 
through science and technology. Who beyond the 
individual parent can know for certain what it 
means to follow their nature? 

In today’s birth culture, dancing in these flowered 
and thorny fields of nature and technology requires 
a different type of preparation, one that is as 
multidimensional as birth itself. It requires more heart 
and less intellectualization, more real power and less 
victimization, more openness and less idealization, 
more myth and fewer statistics, more moderation and 
less extremism. Parents preparing for birth need more 
of what the culture lacks. You need to move toward 
the mystery, not because it is better than science, but 
because there is less of it present in modern culture 
and, it could be argued, because birthing is the most 
intense mysterious human experience next to death. 
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ENTERING INTO SACRED SPACE
When we enter the world of birth, we step across 
the threshold from the mundane to the sacred. 
Pregnancy and birth are a space between worlds — a 
liminal space — a place where you are no longer not 
a parent and not yet one either. This betwixt and 
between is sacred space within which powerful and 
profound events occur — often uninvited. There 
was a time when pregnant women would actually 
enter a different physical space — a special lodge, 
confinement room, or birthing hut — to mark 
their time moving from the mundane world to the 
sacred. While this sort of noticeable separation no 
longer makes sense in the lives of modern parents, 
the profundity of pregnancy and birth as a place 
between worlds is no less potent. As a modern-day 
parent, if you desire a space of special honoring, 
you have to create it for yourself while continuing 
to engage with the everyday world of normal life. 

When using words like sacred and transcen-
dent in discussions about birth, it’s easy to get the 
impression that the process is lofty in a way that 
is purely beautiful or enchanting. And while birth 
can be both beautiful and enchanting, it is often far 
grittier and more earthy than transcendent and sacred 
imply to modern ears. There is something about birth 
that, while deeply spiritual and meaningful, is actu-
ally grounded in raw and gritty “now-ness.” Ancients 
understood the sacred to include these darker aspects, 
but as modern people, we’ve changed the ideas of 
sacred and transcendent to be photo-ready. When 
people think about birth as a spiritual or transcendent 
experience, they conjure images up of flowing night-
gowns, burning candles, and the feeling of reverence 
that stunning art, some religious services, and epic 
nature can invoke. In reality, what is truly spiritual 
is often far messier than social media-ready images 
imply. Birth, while transcendent, otherworldly, spiri-
tual, and profound, is actually intense hard work 
that tests our ideas of what “spiritual” looks like and 
means. Birth exposes the sacred through the muck, 
mud, and hardship of something so profoundly ani-
malistic that it makes us into something entirely new. 
This otherworldly place where great transformation 
happens is the sacred space of birth. 

THE MESSY MIDDLE
The current dominant approaches to childbirth — 
 both medical and natural — often bypass the process 
of transformation that turns an individual into a 
parent and a couple into a family. This skip is akin 
to a caterpillar strapping on wings to declare itself 
a butterfly! Without the metamorphosis within the 
cocoon, there is no butterfly. 

What happens in the cocoon is not 
glamorous. This process is often 
completely hidden to the 
public eye and lacks a place 
of prominence within 
society. We read about 
the hungry caterpil-
lar who eats and eats 
and, after a single page 
dedicated to the time 
spent in the cocoon, 
becomes a beautiful but-
terfly. From a cultural 
perspective, the journey 
into parenthood seems 
to mirror this story-
book process. We spend 
months becoming the 
big full-bellied pregnant 
parent only to expect to 
pop out on the other side of 
birth as a fully formed parent 
butterfly ready to spread its wings 
and fly. 

As social worker and author Brené Brown says, 
you can’t skip the “messy middle.”3 In the process 
of becoming a parent, the messy middle is the 
cocoon phase of transfiguration where the identity 
is completely reconfigured into a person who is 
also a parent. First, there is a dissolving, and then, 
a rebuilding. This transfiguration takes place in the 
cocoon of pregnancy, birth, and postpartum. It is 
rarely talked about and is certainly messy. Ultimately, 
wings are formed, and flight becomes possible, but 
the destination is not the journey, and the journey 
matters. Transformation requires more than physi-
cally birthing a baby. 
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This book is like an X-ray into what happens in 
the cocoon and how to prepare for it. Becoming a 
parent is a metamorphosis into a new identity that 
did not exist before. The time spent in the cocoon 
offers a rich and powerful opportunity for deep per-
sonal exploration and growth. 

GATHER ’ROUND THE FIRE
If you walked into my teaching space for a child-
birth class, you would see mythologically themed 
art on the walls, a circle of chairs, and a centerpiece 
on the floor filled with props for teaching — statues, 
symbols, toys, anatomical models, and at the center, 
a candle or two. While these props help keep classes 
engaging, my primary teaching tools are imagery, 
storytelling, symbolism, and metaphor. These tools 
are more necessary than any physical prop, and I am 
still able to share them with you in written form. 
While it might seem strange at first to learn about 
childbirth through metaphor and myth, there is sci-
ence behind this method. 

The Ancient Technology of Storytelling
Imagine that you live thousands of years ago, back 
when the majority of the population lived in tribal 
societies. Your community sleeps in easily transport-
able homes, in caves, or out in the open. You and 
your family subsist on what can be hunted or gath-
ered. And when it gets dark, you gather for warmth 
and protection around a fire. In a circle around the 
fire are your friends and family. Within the captivat-
ing light of the fire and circle of community, stories 
are shared. These stories are meant to entertain as 
well as to teach about and prepare for life’s impor-
tant events. Whether it’s to ready themselves for a 
hunt, relocation, harvest, ceremony, or battle, your 
people use stories to share the process of preparation 
communally. Mesmerized by the intoxication of the 
fireside scene, you are receptive to the stories and 
listen attentively to the teller. You become one with 
the story and its characters, entering the story as if 
it were your story. 

For millennia people have gathered around fires 
to hear stories in front of a blazing hearth or while 
camping. Stories shared around a fire cast a powerful 
and engaging spell upon the listener.

But over the years, storytelling and metaphor 
have been relegated predominantly to the realm 
of movies and novels and dismissed as mere 
entertainment. Their value as preparation and 
education has diminished. Contemporary culture 
places a high value on logic, reason, and scientific 
facts, but the inverse is true of story, imagination, 
and instinct, as these have been devalued as less 
reliable, trustable, or true. Modern culture has 
encyclopedic levels of information available at 
a moment’s notice. Smartphones often live in 
our pockets. If information alone were the only 
necessary key to a successful birthing or parenting 
journey, birth and parenthood today would be 
wildly successful — all of the time. This is simply not 
the case.

According to Daniel Pink, author of A Whole 
New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will Rule the 
Future, “When facts become so widely available 
and instantly accessible, each one becomes less 
valuable. What begins to matter more is the ability 
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to place these facts in context and to deliver them 
with emotional impact.”4 This is where using 
story comes in. Story invites us to return to the 
fireside, where learning and preparation capture 
the imagination, where we enjoy and engage with 
a story as a whole person, where we enter the story 
ourselves and use that experience to gain wisdom. 
Learning through story doesn’t just teach us what 
we need to know but also what to do with that 
newly found wisdom.

We wrap ourselves in stories and mythology to 
help us understand who we are and what is impor-
tant. Stories, myths, and metaphors illuminate 
aspects of life that defy explanation, including 
birth. Through great stories, we are able to com-
municate about existential and transcendent 
experiences that are otherwise indescribable. Great 
stories let us face huge unfathomable events and 
imagine ourselves within them confronting the 
dragons of our unconscious. Stories teach us how 
to navigate challenges by using what Jonathan 
Gottschall calls in his book, The Storytelling 
Animal, “a powerful and ancient virtual reality 
technology that simulates the big dilemmas of 
human life.”5 Through story, we get to try things 
on, practice, and learn to solve problems before 
we ever have to face something of that sort in real 
life. Story does all of this under cover of the ever-
watchful rational brain. 

The value of storytelling as a means for learning 
is becoming more scientifically understood as 
neuroscience advances. It turns out story and 
metaphor are far stickier than mere facts and figures. 
We remember stories; we forget facts. One theory 
about this phenomenon is that stories engage 
our emotions. The brain releases dopamine when 
emotionally aroused, and this chemical enhances 
memory.6 Neuroeconomist Paul Zak demonstrated 
in his studies “that character-driven stories with 
emotional content result in a better understanding 
of the key points . . . and enable better recall of 
these points weeks later.”7 As Daniel Pink says, 
“Stories are easier to remember — because in many 
ways, stories are how we remember.”8 Stories stay 
in your memory longer. Period.

There’s more. Storytelling specialist Doug 
Stevenson says that “stories are memorable because 
of the images and emotions contained in them. The 
lesson of the story sticks because it’s embedded in an 
image. The image isn’t a still picture; it’s a motion 
picture, a movie . . . Your brain remembers pictures 
first. It then remembers the emotional context, and 
finally, it remembers language.”9 Images are more 
easily remembered, whereas statistics and facts are 
often forgotten.

Myth, Metaphor, and the Birthing Brain
There are even more reasons for using stories to 
learn about birth and new parenthood. I explained 
above how stories, myth, and metaphors are gen-
erally memorable and stay within our accessible 
memory far better than charts and lists. But this 
is even more applicable within the hormonally 
charged brain of a laboring or postpartum person. 
Thanks to the hormonal flood in labor, the neocor-
tex — where logic, rational thinking, and language 
rule — is subdued. Birth hormones stimulate the 
older parts of the brain that are more instinctual, 
primal, and animalistic, where symbols and imag-
ery have greater lasting power (we’ll discuss labor 
hormones more in chapter 5).

When a story engages us to the point where 
we emotionally resonate with the characters, we 
begin to empathize, and a process called “narrative 
transportation” occurs. Oxytocin, the hormone 
primarily responsible for labor contractions and 
bonding, is also “responsible for empathy and nar-
rative transportation.”10 Great stories produce a 
release of oxytocin in the brain. Oxytocin exists in 
high quantities during labor, birth, and lactation, 
and it has been shown that memory is enhanced 
when learning and recall happen in the same emo-
tional state.11 An oxytocin-induced state is present 
when we receive stories and when we experience 
key childbearing moments. This well-matched 
state enhances recall. 

This book takes all of this into account and is 
loaded with powerful tools of the imaginal realm 
based on years of experience witnessing the impact of 
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story, myth, and metaphor on expectant parents. You 
will come across myths as stories and mythological 
entities as metaphors. You will read stories shared by 
parents and stories from my own life. And you will 
experience lots of metaphors — some are visual, while 
others are whimsically woven into the text. 

Some of the images shared will inspire joy; others 
may challenge or even elicit fear. Mine is not a style 
of story sharing that is restricted to only those sto-
ries of magical births that create a lopsided image 

of reality. The full range of experiences and emo-
tions are welcome here. Birth and new parenthood 
require you to get gritty, face things you find dis-
tasteful, and find your way through them anyway. 
Expanding your capacity to navigate discomfort is 
key to the rite of passage you are embarking upon. 
My years of working with expectant families have 
shown me that you are strong enough to face the 
challenges, fully experience the joys, and open to 
new possibilities. Let’s dive in!

B R I T TA  B U S H N E L L ,  P H D  is a mother, veteran childbirth educator, 
celebrated speaker, mythologist, and specialist in childbirth, couples, and 
parenting. For the last 20 years, Dr. Bushnell has worked with individuals 
and couples as they prepare for the life-changing experience of giving birth. 
Her work with parents has been enriched by her doctoral work in mythology 
and psychology, her years spent as a co-owner of Birthing From Within, as 
well as her dedicated study of solution-focused brief therapy, storytelling, and 
sustaining sexual vibrancy and helping romantic partnerships thrive even 
during parenthood. For more, visit brittabushnell.com.
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